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Abstract

How does one measure “ability to understand
language”? If it is a person’s ability that is be-
ing measured, this is a question that almost
never poses itself in an unqualified manner:
Whatever formal test is applied, it takes place
on the background of the person’s language
use in daily social practice, and what is mea-
sured is a specialised variety of language un-
derstanding (e.g., of a second language; or of
written, technical language). Computer pro-
grams do not have this background. What
does that mean for the applicability of for-
mal tests of language understanding? I ar-
gue that such tests need to be complemented
with tests of language use embedded in a prac-
tice, to arrive at a more comprehensive eval-
uation of “artificial language understanding”.
To do such tests systematically, I propose to
use “Dialogue Games”—constructed activities
that provide a situational embedding for lan-
guage use. I describe a taxonomy of Dialogue
Game types, linked to a model of underlying
capabilites that are tested, and thereby giving
an argument for the construct validity of the
test. I close with showing how the internal
structure of the taxonomy suggests an order-
ing from more specialised to more general sit-
uational language understanding, which poten-
tially can provide some strategic guidance for
development in this field.

1 Introduction

Steff is sitting at a desk, intently focussed on the
piece of paper in front of them. The task is to read
short paragraphs of text and then to answer ques-
tions about them, and how well Steff does at this
will determine their “language proficiency score”,
and thus contribute to whether they will get ad-
mission to the University of their choice or not –
for it is a requirement to understand the language
that is being tested. Steff gets up and heads toward
the door – “the other one” shushes the proctor.
Outside, Steff sees their friend, looking at them,

and greets them with “next time”; the reply comes
immediately: “drinks?”

The subfield of “Natural Language Understand-
ing” (NLU) within the field of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) uses tests of the first kind—
written responses to written material—to measure
the degree to which a technical artefact can be said
to possess the ability of understanding natural lan-
guage. More recently, NLP has expanded towards
tackling more situated and less abstracted cases of
language use—as in the second part of the story,
if not quite as social—, under the headings “lan-
guage and vision (navigation)” or “embodied AI”
(Duan et al., 2022; Gu et al., 2022; Sundar and
Heck, 2022),1 with evaluation practices not yet
fully established.

This paper aims to systematise already ongoing
efforts in this direction and to support future ones,
by first asking how these kinds of language un-
derstanding settings—formal, and situated—relate.
Coming to the conclusion that Situated Language
Understanding (SLU) requires different testing ap-
proaches, and that NLU evaluation has proceeded
somewhat haphazardly, I will describe the design
choices for creating situated language use activities,
relating them to a particular, but abstract, model of
situated language understanding; thereby address-
ing for this new field the concern of Schlangen
(2021) that progress cannot be measured with-
out clarity about underlying theoretical commit-
ments. More specifically, I want to show a way
how Dialogue Games can be integrated into a sound
methodology for computational research on mean-
ing, by providing explicit information about rela-
tions between research objects (see Figure 1).

It might be useful to mention at the outset what
this paper is not aiming to do, which is to make rec-

1The field has moved back to this, one should say, as of
course situated language used to be much more in the center,
as for example in the very early SHRDLU system (Winograd,
1972).
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Figure 1: The structure of relations between the research objects model, dataset, task, environment, setting, game,
and cognitive capability. Adapted from (Schlangen, 2019b).

ommendations for how SLU should be modelled,
in the technical sense. While I see value in being
able to understand the components of a task and
how they interact (which suggests modularity in
design), nothing precludes attempting benchmarks
of the types described here with monolithic mod-
els, and even, insofar as the requisite information
can be represented in the right way, with “general
purpose” models such as Large Language Models.

2 Background On Measurement

Language understanding, as a psychological pro-
cess, is observable only in its reflections in be-
haviour.2 But not any behaviour counts, and not
any behaviour is measurable—and measurement
is our goal here. Experimental psychology has de-
veloped many ways to deal with the problem of
measurement of unobservables in a principled man-
ner. A central notion here is that of validity of a
measurement instrument: Does the instrument in-
deed measure the unobservable construct that it is
set up to measure?

This is not the place to give a full introduction
into that field,3 so I will concentrate on those as-
pects of validity that I see as attainable through
the methodology described below. A first claim
for validity of an instrument is via an appeal to its
face validity: That it intuitively appears to capture
the construct. Being able to count in a text the
occurrences of the letter “o”, for example, would
lack such face validity for the construct “language

2This is independent of whether you think that it is a pro-
cess resulting in a specific psychological state, or a behavioural
disposition (Ryle, 1949).

3See (Frank et al., 2023; Flake and Fried, 2020; Sireci and
Sukin, 2013) for some recent overviews.

understanding”, while being able to answer ques-
tions about it may be argued to have it. (Although
our intuitions leave us quickly here: What if some
questions are answered well, but others bizarrely
badly? More on this below.) A second element is
ecological validity, an argument for how closely
the measure resembles the use of the construct in
the domains in which it ordinarily shows. Measures
of situated language understanding (as will be de-
veloped here) can arguably make a claim for high
ecological validity—this kind of language under-
standing plays a large role in people’s lives—but
more abstract or formalised understanding tasks
do occur, in situations as described above. Lastly,
quantifiable support comes from convergent valid-
ity, as different measures that are purportly address-
ing the same construct can be expected to correlate,
and if they do so, mutually support their validity.

What is important to note is that behind all these
aspects of validity there is a argumentative connec-
tion to the construct and its structure, lending a
kind of network character to the notion: “the mea-
sure is valid if there is evidence that it fits into the
nomological network – the network of predicted
relationships with other constructs and their mea-
sures” (Frank et al., 2023). We will see below that
this is something that is missing in the evaluation
practices in NLU, and it is something that I will try
to develop here for SLU. (In Figure 1, this is the
box on the left.)

Summarising this brief review, to avoid “Ques-
tionable Measurement Practices”, Flake and Fried
(2020) propose a number of questions to which
experiment designers must be able to give a good



answer (Flake and Fried, 2020, p. 459):4

1. What is your construct?

2. Why and how did you select your measure?

3. What measure did you use to operationalize
the construct?

4. How did you quantify your measure?
The questions shall serve as a guide for the discus-
sion below.

3 Current Practices in Measuring NLU

The practice of benchmarking in NLP / AI is cu-
riously disconnected from that of measurement in
experimental psychology, even if it sets itself what
looks like rather closely related goals (for exam-
ple, to provide a “General Language Understanding
Evaluation”, as indicated in the name of the GLUE

corpus, (Wang et al., 2019b)).
Evaluation in NLU centers on the language task,

a functional mapping between input and output,
where at least one of these involves language.5 For
a given NLU evaluation corpus, this mapping is typ-
ically characterised verbally; e.g., “the text labelled
‘answer’ is a correct answer to the question in the
text labelled ‘question’, given the context in the
text labelled ‘passage’ ”, as this description could
go for the example in Figure 2. It is this verbal (or
intensional) description that enters into an intuitive
appeal to face validity—surely, answering ques-
tions must require understanding them. However,
it can be remarked that the notion of understanding
in NLU evaluation typically remains an intuitive
one and no further attempt is made at specifying
the construct.

In any case, the actual measurement instrument
is one step further removed, as the task needs to
be operationalised via instances collected into a
dataset; this then serves as the extensional def-
inition of the task. As observed in (Schlangen,
2021), to not lose connection to the validity argu-
ment (which goes via the intensional description)
requires care in setting up the dataset, which some-
times is missing. (For example if the collected in-
stances do not span the domain in the way claimed
by the intensional description.) For specialised ma-

4These are the first four of the six questions they give; the
latter ones concern pre-registration, the use of which in NLP
would be a topic for another paper and is glossed over here.

5The discussion in this section follows Schlangen (2021),
which however did not yet use the language of measurement
from experimental psychology, however; this connection is
helpfully made in (Raji et al., 2021).

Passage: Barq’s – Barq’s is an American soft drink. Its
brand ofroot beer is notable for having caffeine. Barq’s,
created by Edward Barq and bottled since the turn ofthe
20th century, is owned by the Barq family but bottled
by the Coca-Cola Company. It was known as Barq’s
Famous Olde Tyme Root Beer until 2012.
Question: is barq’s root beer a pepsi product
Answer: No

Figure 2: An Example of a GLUE-type task (from the
BoolQ subset, (Clark et al., 2019), as cited in (Wang
et al., 2019a))

chine learning models, a further challenge is posed
by the fact that they are typically trained on a (set
aside) portion of the dataset. Machine learning
methods are very good at identifying predictors
that optimise performance, regardless of whether
these predictors are related to the construct that is to
be measured (Lapuschkin et al., 2019). (Note again
that for humans, tests of language understanding
happen on the tacit and unquestioned background
of already existing general language competence,
acquired through material distinct from the testing
material.)

With respect to these concerns, practices in NLU
evaluation have not much improved. With existing
tests saturating when probing newer models, the
response has become to go bigger, and efforts such
as BigBench (Srivastava et al., 2022) and HELM
(Liang et al., 2022) invested in bringing in very
many different evaluation sets. While this may be
seen as potentially improving convergent validity
(if a model achieves high performance on so many
tests, it must be doing something right), there is
still little concern about what exactly the underly-
ing construct is. This we can then take with us to
the next section: NLU evaluation centers on lan-
guage tasks, and relies on the face validity of the
task, without making much effort to connect to any
further specified construct.

It is also worth noting the criticism of this ap-
proach put forward by Raji et al. (2021), which
is that the aim of measuring understanding per-
formance in the abstract (without tasks that have
extrinsic value beyond their role in the test) through
datasets is misguided, conflating as it does a lan-
guage ability with a recall test on the necessarily
open-ended world knowledge that enters into many
of these tasks. We will see below how the method-
ology developed here can answer this reservation,
through controlling the world knowledge required
to perform. First, we shall look more closely at



how NLU and SLU differ.

4 SLU is Different From NLU

To give us more examples of situated language use,
here is another short story:

You are assembling flat-packed furniture,
with the help of your friendly household
robot. You send the robot to “fetch the
box cutter from the drawer in the other
room.”(1) “Which one, it’s not in the one
with the tools”(2), you hear it shout from
the other room. Later, the both of you
look over the instructions – why are the
pictograms always so obscure? – and
discuss how to proceed. Having reached
step 24, you look at a screw and won-
der whether it is of type 35784, of which
there were supposed to be 12 in package
A, but the robot just says, “no, the other
one”(3). “Alright, so can you pass me
the torx?”(4), you say. “Sure, here you
go. That’s a torx then?”(5)

This—obviously constructed, but nevertheless
hopefully coherent—story showcases several fea-
tures of situated language use unlikely to be found
in monological text corpora: Example (1) contains
referring expressions that express an exophoric ref-
erence—a reference to singular objects outside of
the discourse itself, but to its immediate situational
context—, and it realises a request speech act, for
which one sign of understanding is compliance
through (non-verbal) action. (2) realises a clarifica-
tion request, which is another way understanding
can be signalled, albeit a partial understanding only.
This hints at the processual nature of understanding
in interaction, different from the single-shot fram-
ing as in the example in Figure 2. (3) highlights
how the syntax of situated language can be differ-
ent from the edited written language found in NLU
corpora; it is a “non-sentential” or “fragmental” ut-
terance of a kind which is frequent in dialogue and
not at all syntactically or semantically malformed
(Schlangen and Lascarides, 2002; Fernández and
Ginzburg, 2002). It also shows that the acts that are
to be understood need not be linguistic ones; here,
the fragment itself is a reaction to a presumed men-
tal state. (4) again is a request for action, this time
in the guise of a question as an indirect speech act.
(5) finally shows that an outcome of understanding
in situated interaction can be that understanding

itself can be adapted—here, we would expect an
agent that has real understanding to be able to later
use the term that at that point was new to them.

What this short example has shown, when con-
trasted with the example in Figure 2, is that SLU
differs both on the side of the “input” (the act that is
to understood) as well as on the side of the “output”,
where the action space is much larger—in fact, in-
finite (but compositional). That is, SLU poses lan-
guage tasks that do not occur in the text corpora
used in NLU research. Even more importantly, the
individual acts of understanding (from one turn to
the next) are embedded in the general goal-directed
structured of the interaction as a whole; something
that cannot be captured in the i.i.d. (independent
and identically distributed) nature of a static dataset.
This argues for finding a measurement instrument
that provides not only richer context information
in a static way (as could be recorded in a richer
dataset), but also an active embedding of language
use in varying, goal-directed interactions.

5 SLU Requires Different Benchmarking
Methods: Dialogue Games

The scenario described above makes for a good use
case—having such a robot would be useful!—but a
bad measurement instrument. One reason for that
is that it simply is far out of reach of current tech-
nology (not just in the language abilities, but also in
the physical abilities that it suggests). Any attempts
at approximating such abilities with current tech-
nologies would require making design choices that
are more driven by the specific goal rather than by
testing language abilities. This also suggests a sec-
ond problem, which is that this scenario does not
isolate the language abilities well enough to serve
as a good test. We hence need more controlled
situations in which the situated language use can
be modelled, while preserving the goal-orientation
exhibited by this scenario, as the structure it pro-
vides is, as argued above, a crucial element that is
not captured by dataset-based methods.6

This discussion motivates the use of what I will
call Dialogue Games as benchmarking instrument,

6This can be seen as a restriction compared to the general
phenomenon of Situated Language Use: Not every language
use situation must necessarily be understood as goal-directed.
However, if interaction episodes generally are seen as having
a beginning and an ending (Clark, 1996) and the notion of
activity types (Levinson, 1979) is accepted, a broad goal of
getting from beginning to ending can be assumed to be active
in general.



where:7,8

A Dialogue Game is a constructed ac-
tivity with a clear beginning an end, in
which players attempt to reach a prede-
termined goal state primarily by means
of producing and understanding linguis-
tic material.

It is the goal-orientation and the constructed nature
of the activity, as we will see, that makes it possible
to target particular aspects of Situated Language
Understanding, without conflating understanding
with recall performance on general world knowl-
edge.

Before moving on to how such games can be
constructed in such a way that they make clear
connections to (assumptions about) underlying ca-
pabilities, and how they can be organised into a
strategic plan for making progress, we need to reg-
ister a cautionary note from the (long) history of
this type of approach. In 1972, Minsky and Papert
introduced the notion of “micro-world”, as a way to
explore “intelligence” problems in context: “we see
solving a problem often as getting to know one’s
way around a ‘micro-world’ in which the problem
exists” (Minsky and Papert, 1972). The most fa-
mous of these micro-worlds is the “blocks-world”
of the system SHRDLU (Winograd, 1972)—which
would count as a Dialogue Game according to the
definition above. SHRDLU seemed to demonstrate
what I have called here Situated Language Under-
standing quite well, but criticism of the approach
soon arose, of which the following quote is repre-
sentative (see also Dreyfus (1981); Marr (1982)):

SHRDLU performs so glibly only because his do-
main has been stripped of anything that could
ever require genuine wit or understanding. [. . . ]
Neglecting the tangled intricacies of everyday life
while pursuing a theory of common sense is not
like ignoring friction while pursuing the laws of
motion; it’s like throwing the baby out with the
bathwater. A round frictionless wheel is a good
approximation of a real wheel because the devia-
tions are comparatively small and theoretically lo-
calized; the blocks-world “approximates” a play-
room more as a paper plane approximates a duck.
(Haugeland, 1985, p. 190)

7Named of course with a nod to Wittgenstein’s language
games: “I shall call the whole, consisting of language and the
activities into which it is woven, a ‘language game”’ (Wittgen-
stein, 1984 [1953], §7); with another inspiration coming from
Levinson’s “activity types” (Levinson, 1979).

8Note that this definition is general enough to cover “book
a train ticket” or even “interactively instruct agent to sum-
marise a text” under the name “game” as well.
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Figure 3: Representational Domains (bottom) and An-
choring Processes (top) Structuring the Situated Agent

This gives us a warning to bring with us to the
further discussion, which is to take care that any
abstractions made in simulation shall not abstract
away the real challenges. We will come to a delin-
eation of the design space in which we can search
for Games that meet this challenge in a moment,
but first I will sketch a model of the capabilties
underlying SLU, to which we can then connect the
Game taxonomy.

6 The Construct: A Model of
Capabilities Involved in SLU

The methodology described above (illustrated in
Figure 1) rests on the benchmarking instruments
being explicitly grounded in (assumed) capabilities
that are being tested. Elsewhere, I have developed
a model that distinguishes between various kinds
of capabilities involved in SLU (Schlangen, 2023);
this will serve us here as the “nomological network
of relationships between constructs” from Section 2
above.

This model, illustrated in Figure 3, assumes that
the agent represents what I call “knowledge do-
mains”, and maintains “anchoring processes” that
operate on them. The knowledge domains are as
follows: the language model (here meant to collate
only linguistic knowledge about the form/meaning
mapping; updated rarely), the world model (con-
cepts, concept hierarchies, script knowledge, etc.;
also updated rarely), the situation model (details
of the current conversational situation and/or the
reported situation; updated continuously), the dis-
course model (what has been said so far, and how it
relates; discourse referents; updated continuously),
and finally the agent model (of the beliefs, desires,
intentions of agents, and recursively what it rep-
resents of the participating agents; also updated
continuously).

As anchoring processes (which “bind the agent
to the here, now, and us”), there is incremental pro-
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Figure 4: The main components of the proposed taxonomy

cessing (updating situation and agent model, based
on minimal units of observation), conversational
grounding (the process of negotiating shared un-
derstanding, for example through asking for clarifi-
cation, if necessary), incremental learning (which
ranges from the establishment of spontaneous lo-
cal conventions, e.g. on how to refer to objects,
established during the conversational grounding, to
learning facts from observation and from testimony,
and, crucially, from discussion and disagreement),
and multimodal grounding (resolving references to
objects in the shared surrounding, as well as de-
riving meaning from non-verbal actions such as
gestures).9

What this gives us is a finer-grained picture
of the construct: understanding means applying,
building up and maintaining these representations,
via these processes.10 Not all acts of understand-
ing rely on all aspects equally, and this makes it
possible to develop a strategy for working towards
modelling the overall capability, as we will see.
With this in hand, we can now come to the de-
sign aspects of Dialogue Games, and how they
may put certain of these capabilities (knowledge
domains and anchoring processes) more or less
into focus. You can read the following section also
as advice on best practices in experiment design,
drawn from extensive experience in setting up what
is here systematised as Dialogue Game (Fernán-
dez et al., 2006; Kennington et al., 2013; Zarrieß
et al., 2016; Ilinykh et al., 2019; Attari et al., 2019;
Schlangen, 2019a).

7 A Taxonomy of Game Types

The most salient aspect of a Dialogue Game might
be the task that it poses to the players; that is, the
goal state and how to get there. For what could

9For a more detailed description and a justification of this
way of analysing the SLU agent, including references to prior
work making use of releated concepts, see the original paper
(Schlangen, 2023).

10Let me stress again that I am not making any claims about
whether such representations should be built into models of
situated language understanders or not; the (falsifiable) claim
is just that something like them will be found in such models.

be called the “furniture assembly game” from Sec-
tion 4, this would be have the furniture fully as-
sembled (goal state) and provide required assis-
tance (game “play”); for a more realistic Dialogue
Game (of the type “reference game”, see below),
that could be bring cards into same order (goal
state) and ask each other which cards there are,
and jointly decide on order (game play). But hid-
den behind descriptions like these there is a large
number of additional design decisions that need
to be made before the game can be played. These
decisions have many degrees of freedom, but all
come with subtle influences on the shape of the
interaction, and on the phenomena that one can
expect to see in protocols of the game play.

I distinguish here between three major areas in
which decisions must be made when setting up
a concrete Dialogue Game: Enviroment, Setting,
Game Proper; with many sub-aspects within. A
comprehensive overview is given in Appendix A.
The discussion here presents these design features
and directly links them to the model of the under-
lying construct(s) from the previous section.

7.1 Environment
This section groups together all design decisions
that influence what the relevant entities and ac-
tions in the game are, and how they are pre-
sented to the players.

A high-level decision here is whether the game
requires talking about objects that are currently
present (in some form), or not. (An example of
a task that is not about currently present objects
would be booking a train ticket, which does re-
quire talking about entities such as train stations,
without them needing to be present. Such a con-
versation is still situated in the sense that the in-
terlocutors share time, but it is at the boundaries
of what I consider here.) This decision influences
how the situation model is constructed (e.g., from
visual evidence or not) and how the world model is
challenged (because for non-present objects, agree-
ment on referents must come from prior common
ground). A different design dimension concerns



prior knowledge of these objects, whether they
are (expected to be) familiar to the players or not.
Whether something is familiar or not depends on
the world model, and whether it is assumed to be
mutually familiar on the agent model; succesfully
referring to unfamliar objects means more effort in
conversational grounding.

Another decision is whether access of the play-
ers to the objects is immediate or mediated, and
if mediated, if the objects are real or computer
simulated. (So, a video call would be mediated but
real; operating with representations on a computer
screen would be mediated and virtual.) Virtual en-
vironments make further abstractions possible, for
example by discretising changes (the world “jumps”
from one state to the next), or reducing the action
space (what can be done to and with objects). The
difference here is less one in what capabilities are
challenged than in the control that is given over the
situation; for example, a static environment will
force fewer updates to the situation model as one
with discrete updates, which in turn may require
slower changes than one that is fully dynamic.

7.2 Setting

This dimension collects decisions about how the
players can interact with each other—which of
course determines to a large extent what kind of
data can be expected.

A first high-level decision here is whether the
verbal interaction is done via speech, or through
typed messages. Written language, even in the dy-
namic form that it can take in chat interactions, is
a restricted channel compared to spoken language
(where prosody and other para-linguistic informa-
tion provides a channel for multimodal grounding);
the interaction also slows down and is, at least in
typical setups, more discretised (as messages need
to be sent before they are seen; this influences the
degree to which incremental processing is chal-
lenged). Finally, turn-taking, which is an essen-
tial process in the organisation of free interaction
(de Ruiter et al., 2006), works differently in chat
communication than in spoken interaction. On the
other hand, practical advantages in choosing typed
messages are also clear, in that written language is
typically easier to store, and (for artificial agents)
to process, and to generate.

Another set of decisions concern what the play-
ers see of each other, and what they see of their
actions in the environment. Multimodal ground-

ing of the signal in actions of the interlocutor is
an important aspect of meaning making (Holler
and Levinson, 2019); disabling it through hiding
the interloctor forces more meaning into the verbal
channel (which can be desired, but reduces ecologi-
cal validity). Similarly, other aspects of interaction
management get harder when there is no visual
contact between interloctors (Brennan, 2000), but
at same time become more visible in the linguistic
material.

I have also grouped under this heading ques-
tions of how common ground between the partici-
pants (other than what they can see of each other)
can form. If the players knowingly play repeated
rounds of the game (from some initial state to a
respective goal state), they can build up personal
common ground (Clark, 1996), a form of incremen-
tal learning influencing their agent model.11 When
players (knowingly) share the same environment
(be that a simulated and mediated one or a real one;
where even looking at the same image would count
as sharing the environment), there is an automatic
assumption that large parts of the respective situ-
ation models are shared (and represented as thus
in the agent model); if this is not the case, or not
knowingly so, linguistic labor must be performed
to reach such common ground (if the tasks requires
it).

7.3 Game

The decisions grouped here concern the game
in the narrow sense: how initial state and goal
state are defined, but also what the players know
about this, and how the games defines roles and
suggests strategies. In the terminology of Suits
(1978), a game must subordinate under a prelu-
sory goal, which can be stated independently of the
game (e.g., in football (soccer), “make the ball be in
the opponent team’s goal”); it is further defined by
constitutive rules, which make reaching that goal
more difficult than necessary (e.g., by disallowing
to just grab the ball and carry it to the goal); it must
also trigger in the players a lusory attitude, which
is the acceptance of the complications posed by the
constitutive rules. Doing the latter successfully can
increase the quality of the collected data, as players
with higher engagement can be expected to show a
wider range of behaviours (von Ahn and Dabbish,
2004). Inspiration can be taken here from the lit-

11These days in Artificial Intelligence more typically called
“theory of mind”, see e.g. (Bara et al., 2021).



erature on the design of games (e.g., (Adams and
Dormans, 2012)); ultimately, however, the purpose
of a Dialogue Game in the sense developed here
is to provide data and a testing environment in a
principled way, and not primarily enjoyment.

To classify games, one high-level aspect con-
cerns the goal type, where we can distinguish ref-
erence games (a time honoured instrument in Psy-
cholinguistics, going back at least to (Krauss and
Weinheimer, 1964); see (Ji et al., 2022) for a recent
overview), which focus on reference and hence
multimodal grounding and alignment of situation
models; information games, which center on the
requesting and giving of information, which de-
pending on the domain can lead to demands on the
world model and/or the situation model; construc-
tion games, which go beyond reference and infor-
mation in that they require the execution of actions,
and hence require coordination of the anchoring
processes to a higher degree; navigation games,
which center spatial language and spatially com-
plex situation models; negotiation games, which
focus on explicit coordination of agent models; and
finally teaching games, which make explicit the
incremental learning and how it updates the world
model. This is not a complete categorisation, and
each concrete game will contain elements of more
than one of these types; but this does represent
good coverage of types of games typically used.
(We are currently preparing a comprehensive sur-
vey of the field, which will provide a plethora of
references for representatives of all types.)

Some more final subdimensions. In the design of
the game, the player can be assigned distinct roles
with different responsibilities, such as for example
an assigned questioner paired with an assigned an-
swerer, or an instruction giver with an instruction
follower. The stricter these roles are, the lower the
coordination effort required, deemphasising func-
tions such as conversational grounding and the
keeping of detailed agent models. Goal-directed
games naturally come with a notion of success, but
beyond that, scoring functions can be introduced
(for example, “faster is better”; or a reconstruction
loss for construction-instruction tasks). Making the
score known to players introduces incentives that
can change the dynamics of the interaction (e.g.,
proritizing speed over accuracy, or vice versa).

Finally, the design of the game can also make
a desired strategic behaviour more salient. A
cooperative player would be one who does their

best in understanding intents behind requests (e.g.,
through replying correctly to indirect speech acts,
or to providing partial information when a question
cannot be answered fully), whereas a collabora-
tive player is one who takes their goal to be shared
with the other player, and who hence has an inter-
est in being proactive as well—likely to be more
challenging to the anchoring processes and to the
alignment of the agent models.12

8 Dialogue Games as Evaluation
Instrument

Let us assume that we now have designed a Di-
alogue Game, starting from ideas about which
aspects of the construct we particularly want to
challenge and making careful decisions on all the
design features mentioned above. Of the ques-
tions listed above in Section 2, we have an answer
to numbers 1 to 3 (Q1: What is the construct?—
A: The model in Section 6); Q2,3: Why and
how did we select measure? What measure to
operationalise?—A: By making a decision to fo-
cus on some aspects, and selecting according to
Section 7). This leaves one crucial element, Q4:
Deciding on how to quantify the measure. This for
us translates into how to use the dialogue game to
quantify the abilities of an artificial model, which
is what this section will look into.

Dialogue games can be used as a means for data
generation, simply by collecting game play from
people playing the game. Using a dialogue game
promises to offer some control over the data that is
to be expected, insofar as the connection between
properties of the game to underlying capabilities (as
discussed in the previous section) is also reflected
in properties of the language use. For example, a
reference game will make the use of referring ex-
pressions likely; a game where mutual understand-
ing is particularly forwarded will make linguistic
devices for conversational grounding prominent
(Schlangen, 2019a). This can be interesting for
the study of these linguistic phenomena (see, e.g.,

12We note here that a demand for cooperation can lead to
increased coordination effort, which can result in the players
negotiating in the game to follow a merely cooperative strategy
(with one instruction giver and one instruction follower), if
this seems more efficient to them. This is something that
we have experienced with the MeetUp game (Ilinykh et al.,
2019), where two players moving in separate copies of the
same virtual environment must manage to meet up in the same
room (without seeing each other), and which we had designed
to trigger collaborative interactions; it however turned out to
be a frequent strategy for one player to just stop moving and
only answer questions by the other.



(Fernández et al., 2006; Schlangen and Fernández,
2007)). Moreover, the control over environment
and setting makes it possible to record rich contex-
tual information alongside with the language use
(Kousidis et al., 2012).

This does not mean, however, that the use ends
with the recording of richer corpora, to then be used
in the same way as the NLU corpora mentioned
above. In fact, as we have touched on above, using
static corpora for research on SLU is problematic,
as here the recorded actions can count even less
as reference than they do in other generative tasks,
such as machine translation.13

In this section, I will highlight some uses that
go beyond the train/val/test dataset paradigm typ-
ical of NLP, all revolving around the ability of
Dialogue Games—at least those with simulated
environments—to serve as execution environments.

Rollout One such use, which in a way stands be-
tween the use of static corpora and the evaluation of
agents in interactive game play, is nicely exempli-
fied by the benchmarks built on the TEACh dataset
(Padmakumar et al., 2022). The game, according to
our taxonomy, uses a simulated, dynamic environ-
ment with familiar objects (household objects), is a
Navigation Game with elements of an Information
Game (as a Commander, for whom the environ-
ment is fully observable, instructs via a written
channel a Follower, for whom the environment is
only partially observable, to perform a task in the
environment, with the Follower getting an opportu-
nity to ask for clarification). Two tasks are defined
that one may call rollout tasks (our terminology), in
the sense that they require the prediction of actions,
based on partial or complete history. Crucially,
since the environment simulator is provided, the
predicted actions can be executed, and the evalu-
ation target is whether the required state changes
have been affected. This abstracts away at least to
a certain extent from what is recorded in the cor-
pus, as only the state changes (and not all actions)
serve as reference. This type of evaluation is only
possible in a Dialogue Game setup and not with a
static corpus alone.

Agent/Agent Play If artificial agents for all roles
in the game are provided, another mode of evalua-
tion comes available, that of fully simulated play.

13Where metrics that compare model predictions against
a reference have long been criticised, see inter alia (Turian
et al., 2003); see (Liu et al., 2016) for an early extension of
this critique to the evaluation of “dialogue systems”.

Games as defined above will come with a some
sort of score that measures success in reaching the
pre-defined goal state, and this can then serve as
the evaluation target. If a human/human reference
corpus is available, the produced language itself
can then furthermore be evaluated along formal pa-
rameters (e.g., average turn length and distribution,
vocabulary size, etc.).

Note however that the agent/agent mode leads
to a even further deviation from the “test is like
training” approach described above for NLU, as,
unlike in non-communicative game like arcade-
type games—one of the early successes of new-
generation reinforcement learning, e.g. (Mnih et al.,
2013)—this setup can here not be used for learn-
ing the agents: In the language case, a competent
player needs to already exist from which competent
language use can be learned.14

We note that Dialogue Games (in our sense, as
combination of environment, setting, and game)
provide an interesting perspective for the evalua-
tion of (supposedly) general-purpose “foundation
models” (Bommasani et al., 2021), which have
been claimed to be able to function as general sim-
ulators of agents (Andreas, 2022).

Human/Agent Play The most informative eval-
uation mode of interactive system remains evalua-
tion in actual online interaction with human play-
ers.15 Beyond the measures defined by the game
(measuring task parameters) and other such mea-
sures, which in the dialogue systems community
usually are called objective measures such as dia-
logue length, etc. (see (Walker et al., 1998) for a
seminal reference), this mode also makes it possi-
ble to evaluate the interactive experience, through
phenomenological or subjective measures elicited
in questionnaires (Kocaballi et al., 2019).16

One possible objection against this evaluation
mode is quickly dismissed: While there may be

14A problem that has led to the research area of “language
emergence” in what could be called Dialogue Games between
deep reinforcement agents, where however the agents are
allowed to coordinate on their own language system, folding
the language evolution and language learning problem into
one. (See e.g., (Lazaridou et al., 2017).) We concentrate here
on the setting of evaluating agents that have acquired (to the
extent needed for the Game) an existing natural language.

15Compare to what is called “human evaluation” in many
fields of NLP (see (Howcroft et al., 2020) for recent critical
overview of human evaluation practices in Natural Language
Generation).

16Although not many fully validated scales exist; a popular
one is Goodspeed questionnaire from the neighbouring field
of Human/Robot interaction (Bartneck et al., 2009).



Setting

• spoken > typed

• embodiment y > n

• repeated y > n

• view shared ~ part 
~ diff

Game

• role equality > div.

• action space unrestr. > 
restr.

• symmetry > asymmetry

• negot. ~ instr. foll. > inf. 
> ref.

• collab. > coop. > control

Environment

• present y ~ n

• familiar y ~ n

• real > simulated

• high fidelity ~ low

• dynamic > static 

Figure 5: A partial order on the space of Dialogue Games. ∼ denotes “similar complexity”, > denotes “leading to
higher complexity”.

a superficial similarity to Turing’s imitation game
(Turing, 1950)—what is now known as the “Turing
Test”—in that quality of a conversation is an evalu-
ation criterion, it is important to note that deception
about whether a player is human or machine need
not be, and in most cases is not, part of the evalua-
tion; and this is what is commonly criticised (see
e.g., (Levesque, 2014)). To keep clear of the decep-
tion incentive, however, it is important that such
subjective measures do not on their own become
optimization targets and are always combined with
objective, task-oriented measures (Edlund et al.,
2008).

Representation Probing Another way to gain
information about a game-playing model is via
representation probing. To cite just one example,
Madureira and Schlangen (2022) use existing dia-
logue models as what could be called “overhearers”
of dialogues from a corpus, and probed whether
they, at a given state of the overheard dialogue, rep-
resented information about the assumed common
ground status of propositions. Techniques such as
these can help further validate claims about the link
between capabilities and games (if the assumption
is that the game challenges a certain capability, we
would expect to find information that it is based on
to be represented during the model processing).

Let us take stock. Our long journey has taken us
from an argument that Situated Language Under-
standing needs to be evaluated in the context of,
well, situated interactions, through the claim that
the underlying construct is multi-faceted, to a re-
cipy for constructing measurement instruments—
Dialogue Games. For a given Dialogue Game, the
recipy provides at least the beginnings of a valid-
ity argument, through the links between taxonomy
and construct. We also now know that there is a
variety of ways of making use of the instrument
and deriving from it a quantified measure, which

in turn facilitaties (with the usual caveats) a com-
parison between models. (“Bigger is better.”) The
introduction promised more, however, namely the
derivation from this of a general strategy that might
get us, eventually, from simple games to scenarios
like the robo-helper described above. This is what
the next section will discuss.

9 Strategy: From Simple to Complex
Dialogue Games

In this paper, I have tried to use insights from as-
sessment in experimental psychology to suggest
improvements in practices in assessment in Arti-
ficial Intelligence. There is a point, however, at
which the similarities end. AI, as a constructive
discipline, aims to build the artefacts it studies; ex-
perimental psychology aims to understand existing
(biological) systems. I specifically made the point
in the introduction that situated interactions of the
kinds discussed here come easy to most people; as
assessments of understanding abilities for people,
Dialogue Games would not have much purchase.17

On the other hand, if we look at the current state of
the field, it is clear that we are still at the relatively
low end of game complexity. To pick two exam-
ples, “visual dialogue” (Das et al., 2017) represents
perhaps one of the simplest game types: player A
sees an image and a caption, player B only the cap-
tion; player B asks 10 questions about the image—
without any further goal—which player A must
answer). The TEACh benchmark that was men-
tioned above (Padmakumar et al., 2022) still relies
on a relatively simple game (the tasks are things
like “fetch a potato” or “put all plates on the table”),
and still, the performance of even the best models
is quite modest. The historical development that
has lead to these games is easy to reconstruct and

17Perhaps more so when players are restricted to what for
them is not their first language; but we leave this unexplored
here.



leads to them from non-interactive tasks (image
captioning, natural language navigation), extended
to the “adjacent possible”.

The taxonomy described here offers a view to-
wards what is not only adjacent and possible, but
also “uphill”. To make a given game more com-
plex, a simple parameter is to increase the variabil-
ity of the entities that it involves. Then, restrictions
can be removed successively, e.g. by going from
a static to a dynamic environment, from typed to
spoken interaction, and so on. (Figure 5 suggests
a partial complexity order by ranking possible fea-
ture values.) Following the discussion above, many
of these changes will also shift or extend the way
the game challenges understanding, and a model
capable of this change thus shows itself to reach
a higher level. In this way, the taxonomy also
suggests a way to construct a meta-benchmark on
which (hypothetical) general models of SLU can
be measured. (Among two models that perform
comparable on one game, that one will rank higher
that performs better on a more complex task.)

10 Related Work

What I call Dialogue Games here has been used
for a long time as instrument in driving forward
research on situated language modelling. This is
not the contribution of this paper—there is a rich,
and ever more strongly growing, literature making
use of such games (see (Duan et al., 2022; Gu et al.,
2022; Sundar and Heck, 2022); and our forthcom-
ing general survey). What there is less work on is
on this instrument itself. Bisk et al. (2020) make
general points about types of information the avail-
ability of which during learning might improve the
“understanding” of AI models. Fried et al. (2022)
cover similar ground to this paper, but more gen-
erally focus on the kinds of contexts needed for
certain pragmatic phenomena.

There are now several simulation environments
that support setting up Dialogue Games in simu-
lated, continuous environments with high fidelity
(Gu et al., 2022). In my research group, we have
focussed on the development of a flexible environ-
ment that makes the implementation of Dialogue
Games and the collection of game play for example
through crowd sourcing easier (Götze et al., 2022;
Schlangen et al., 2018).

For a related argument for how SLU differs from
a monological perspective, taking a wider Cogni-
tive Science perspective, see (Dingemanse et al.,

2023).

11 Conclusions

After briefly reviewing how experimental psychol-
ogy thinks about the validity of assessments, I re-
viewed practices of evaluation in NLU, in the light
of these considerations of validty. This served as
the foil on which to develop a guide for evaluat-
ing what I call Situated Language Understanding
(SLU). I argued that SLU is different from NLU
(Section 4) and hence requires different evaluation
instruments: Dialogue Games (Section 5). As an
element in the argument for the validity of this in-
strument, I reviewed a model of the capabilities
involved in SLU, that is, of the internal structure
of the construct that is to be measured (Section 6).
This was then followed by the description of a
detailed taxonomy of Dialogue Game types (Sec-
tion 7), which can be read as a guide for construct-
ing a particular game in such a way that it can serve
as an assessment instrument focussing on particular
aspects of the construct. Different ways of using a
given game for evaluation were then discussed in
Section 8, before Section 9 brought together these
insights into a discussion of how this suggests a
ordering of assessments from simpler to more com-
plex, thereby suggesting a possible development
strategy for models in this space.

Ethics Statement

Let us address the ethical elephant in the room.
Should we even attempt to build systems that can
do this kind of situated language understanding?
Should research be conducted on increasing the
complexity of the tasks in which they can be used,
as indicated in Section 9? It should be clear that
there are potential enormously beneficial use cases,
for example where such systems are used to restore
the physical reach of humans that have lost abilities
(or never had them). But understanding of the kind
discussed here shows in action, making systematic
failures or biases of such systems potentially more
directly harmful than for language-only systems:
What holds for language models holds even more
for models with arms. The hope is that the method-
ology described here of starting with simpler set-
tings and thoroughly evaluating performance on
them before moving on might provide one way in
which this research can be made safer—although
of course further work is needed on working out
whether this argument holds water.
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A Example Appendix

Table 1 shows the full taxonomy, with explanations
of all attributes and values.
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Category / Feature Possible Values Description
Environment Characterises the relevant objects and configura-

tions, and how they are presented to players
presence ready-to-hand / absent are players talking about objects that are immedi-

ately perceivable to them or not?
object familiarity instance familiar / type fa-

miliar / unfamiliar
prior to game, do they know object instance (Barack
Obama), type (fridge), or likely not at all (pento
pieces)

scene familiarity instance familiar / type fa-
miliar / unfamiliar

same for constellations of objects

access immediate / mediated are objects physically present or via interface?
reality real / virtual are objects real or computer represented?
fidelity high / low realism of representation
dynamics continuous / discrete /

static
how changes of the environment proceed

env action space object manipulation /
viewpoint man. / none

what can be done to environment

Setting Characterises how the players can interact with each
other

verbal action channel spoken / written w/ variations on turn taking, e.g. "free turn taking",
"push to talk", "turn-based", "round-robin"

mutual observability real / avatar / none whether other player is visible / embodied
task action channel in-environment / sym-

bolic feedback / none
how actions of other player are perceived (symb
feedback would be e.g. just info whether they
picked the right object, w/o player seeing the pick-
ing action)

task common ground single game / repeated
games

whether players (knowingly) play repeated rounds

env. common ground full / partial / none whether players are in same environment or not
Game Characterises the goal of the interaction and the

constraints on how to reach it
role equality equal / specialised /

sequentially-equal
do players have the same action space or not (e.g.,
instruction giver / follower); "sequentially-equal"
meaning they swap roles

verbal action space unrestricted / restricted whether they can talk freely or are limited to range
of utterances (e.g., just "yes" or "no"); by player

goal information symmetric / asym. / com-
plementary / none

whether one player has solution, or both, or both
have (different) parts; none means neither player
knows more than general goal spec (e.g., like in
chess)

goal type (games can contain sev-
eral goal types)
reference identify object(s)
information request / provide information
construction configure objects
navigation go somewhere / direct somewhere
negotiation agree on something
teaching teach / learn something

scoring binary / graded / none measure of immediate task success (Interaction as
a whole might additionally be evaluated otherwise
as well)

score impact yes / no whether players are motivated to achieve good score
anticipated strategy cooperative / collabora-

tive / anti-collaborative
by player; whether player is expected to facilitate
other player’s goals, or has own goals which coin-
cide (or not) w/ other player and for which other
player is needed

Table 1: The proposed fine-grained classification scheme


